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Shigemori et al. Reply: Lehmberget al. [1] comment
that our previous experiment [2] on the Rayleigh-Taylo
(RT) instability should not be defined as an “imprint-free
experiment because of the insufficient spatial resolutio
They also comment that the experimental results may n
be vital data for the direct-drive laser fusion, because t
strong and long foot pulse increases the target adiab
resulting in decompression of the target.

To examine the validity of the imprint-free condition
we have continued experimental investigation on the las
imprint problem, using significantly improved diagnosti
resolution. In this experiment, a 16-mm thickness poly-
styrene target with no perturbation was irradiated by pa
tially coherent light. The irradiation condition was th
same as that of our previous experiment [2]. We us
a face-on x-ray backlighting technique to measure t
areal-density perturbation grown from the imprinted pe
turbations. The modulation transfer function (MTF) o
the whole diagnostic system is 0.71 for the perturbati
amplitude l  60 mm, 0.45 for l  30 mm, and 0.34
for l  20 mm. (The fitting parameters [1] of the mea
sured MTF ares1  3.08 mm,s2  12.63 mm, anda 
0.21.) The backlit image data were converted to the are
density perturbation by taking account of the MTF and th
measured mass absorption coefficient. The perturbat
amplitude at the end of the drive pulse (ø2 ns) was ap-
proximately1.0 1.5 mm gycm3 in root mean square (rms)
for the perturbation wavelengths of 10–50mm. The de-
tection threshold for these wavelengths was evaluated
beø0.5 0.7 mm gycm3 in rms. Perturbations with wave-
length above 50mm were under the noise level. Sinc
the RT growth factor for these wavelengths (i.e., 10
50 mm) is nearly the same as or slightly larger than th
for a 60-mm perturbation wavelength [3], the imprint am
plitude can be estimated to be less thans1.0 1.5dy50 ø
0.02 0.03 mm gycm3. This value is much smaller than
the initial perturbation amplitude of0.1 0.3 mm gycm3 on
the target surface in our previous experiment.

Imprint amplitude of shorter wavelength perturbation
expected to be smaller than this value, because the ther
smoothing is more effective for shorter wavelength pertu
bations and is calculated from the tested imprint model [3
The imprint model is based on the equation-of-motion
which the pressure perturbation smoothed by the clou
day effect causes time derivative of the momentum pert
bation of the target per unit surface. This model is coupl
with theILESTA-1D [4] code to predict the imprint amplitude
for individual experiments. The model has been tested
two different experiments [3]: a single-mode imprintin
experiment, and a dynamic imprinting experiment, whe
the single-mode nonuniformity moves at a constant velo
ity. The calculated amplitude of shorter wavelength pe
turbations,10 mmd is 0.015 6 0.008 mm. This is also
much smaller than the initial perturbation amplitude.

Second, they doubt that the experimental data are re
vant to direct-drive laser fusion, because the relatively hi
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adiabat in the present experiment decreases the target d
sity which then turns to decrease the RT growth rate. In
deed, our 1D simulationILESTA-1D predicts that the first
shock wave breaks before the onset of the main laser puls
resulting in moderate decompression of the target. How
ever, calculated growth rate using the reduced density
still larger than the experiments. The decompression b
the early shock transit alone is, therefore, insufficient to
explain the reduced growth rate. This requires other inter
pretations, such as, decompression by nonlocal heat tran
port that may be common physics in future experiments
Furthermore, currently designed ignition targets [5,6] hav
an adiabat of about three. This is not very far from our
parameter.

They also comment that the strong recompression by th
main drive would transfer the surface perturbation into the
main body of the target in a way that does not realistically
simulate a fusion implosion. The surface perturbations ar
transferred into the target via rippled shock propagation [7
that is expected to occur in most laser-fusion targets.

We have conducted an experiment to test the effect o
the shock timing. The foot pulse length was adjusted
so that the shock waves each driven by the foot and th
main pulse break at nearly the same time, minimizing th
increase of isentrope. We have found that the RT growt
rate measured in this experiment is almost the same as th
in the previous experiment. It appears, therefore, that th
early breakout of the first shock is not the dominant facto
of reducing the RT growth rate.

In summary, we have evaluated the imprint amplitude
for our previous experiment using the improved diagnos
tic resolution. The measured and calculated imprint am
plitude is much smaller than the imposed perturbation o
the target. Their doubt about the applicability of our re-
sults to direct-drive laser fusion is inappropriate, becaus
the increase of the adiabat is moderate, and the perturb
tion transfer from the target surface into the target body i
common phenomena is most laser-fusion targets.
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